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About This Game

A door to an abandoned temple. A whispering column of wind. Are objects really singing as they move through the air, or is it
just your weary mind manifesting a melody from idle pieces of luxury littered around your bedroom?

From Viacom NEXT and musician Hot Sugar comes a Virtual Reality experience where you move between worlds to layer
melodies in a hungry tornado; seeking to unlock a song that has been eluding you your whole life.

Features:

 Discover over 80 unique melodies, crafted from the combinations of different objects.

 Enjoy the first music album exclusively available in Virtual Reality.

 A visual, interactive soundscape borne from the mind of Hot Sugar (The Roots, Broad City)

 Best enjoyed in full positional VR on the HTC Vive.

 No doves were harmed in the making of this experience.
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the melody of dust vr. the melody of dust hot sugar. the melody of dust. hot sugar the melody of dust vinyl. hot sugar the melody
of dust review

Ace game, played it a long time. Mega steep learning curve but once you're past the first few games and can actually handle the
ball/ship well enough to pull off some nice goals it can be insanely fun. 100% recommended!!. So this is a game to support
charity, and it sounded like the games inside would be pretty neat, so I bought it.

I will do a review of each game and not the launcher itself, when I play a game and feel like I can review it, I will review it.

Emily: Displaced Review

Emily: Displaced is really short, but pretty well made, it's quite obvious that your mother has died but really, that doesn't make it
bad, what is weird though is that deciding to check if the heating is good or checking for supplies in a cupboard will effect
where you go, honestly, I think the seeking asylum and the camp endings are the best, with the 3rd one being not good. (This
game gets a 7.6\/10, mainly because of how short it is.)

I can't remember seeking asylum that well, but I will spoil the other two: In the camp, you start a life in what is like that camp in
france for refugees seeking asylum in the UK, except it's for people effected by war who are staying in the country, and
charities and other people are setting up opertunities to go to school, get a job and much more, then two years later this stuff
starts happening, your dad owns a coffee shop and manages to get "the good bread" and your friend at school offers to help you
get into a line of work as a drug smuggler.

In the other ending, you find a camp on the border, which is a really shoddy place, people get kidnapped, mugged, murdered
and all that, you find a guy there who seems friendly, and your life is rough there but you manage, and the friendly guy has
opened up a bar where you are at two years later, and then two or three people come in in balaclavas and start taking vodka, they
whisper something about you, and walk up towards you, the friendly man knows what is going to happen, so he distract the three
bandits with a gun and tries to get them to get out, you run out of there and you hear gunshots, and I can't remember the rest.

Savanna: A really, really, REALLY short game, I would've only had around 6 minutes of play time or under if I didn't leave my
laptop on the main menu, like seriously, the game started and told me a bit about the main character, I then go to collect water
because I'm apparently running short of it, I come back with water and the war child charity has appeared and has allowed me to
go to school, I cook for a bit and then go to school for a bit, I get up and leave then the village is destroyed, then it talks about
how no child should be affected by war, and tells you to go to a link, I honestly think that this game had much potential, but got
spoiled by the fact it ends in around 5 minutes, maybe I did something wrong, but who knows? (This game gets a 2.4\/10, as it
seems to have great potential and is probably longer, but I probably screwed up and did the wrong thing.)

Malkia: This probably has to be my favourite so far, it's a game where you're a single mother with around 7 children I believe,
you want them to all go to school and you have to run a store, you can send the kids home, to school or to work at the shop, if
the child is 9 or under they go to school for free, but if they're 10 or over they have to be paid for, which can be a problem when
you don't take notice of any kids you have that are in school, you have to restock your shop with the main stuff you sell, coal
and some plants (I can't remember their name) but here's where the good part comes in, you have 4 different locations you can
go to, each selling the different things for different prices, and each at different distances, there is a risk of you or your children
being kidnapped or killed on the way, so you need to defend them by buying a weapon, which you need a lot of money for,
luckily war child has come along and given you 30 dollars for your store, which on my first go I spent on a stick to defend my
16 year old son and some medicine. (which is an issue in this game) you get certain events that happen, like your shop being
raided, robbed by corrupt police (which wouldn't happen if you hired a guard.) and then if you go to collect supplies to sell at
your store, you get this little video screen, a bunch of events happen where it will either make the time longer or make you lose
some health, such as a gun fight breaking out, a traffic jam and other things, which doesn't happen with the children, on my first
playthrough, I sent my 16 year old son to get supplies, and then I ran out of money, then my son who had the supplies got
kidnapped by military, so my game ended. (This game gets an 8.1\/10)

Now, to be honest, not all games in this pack are going to be good, but that's fine, I can't like everything, so this itself gets a solid
10\/10, it's for charity and you get some sweet games, all for around \u00a310, which is a bargain!
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TL;DR: A few great games, some short, some kinda long, worth getting at the cheap price, and it helps charity! So if you aren't
interested in the games, buy it and give it to a friend who is interested in it!. If you are looking for general metroidvania, then
this game is ok. It is nothing spectacular. I wish there were more features (i.e. map).. I put a good ten hours into this cute lil'
tower defense game, and I don't regret it.. Pixel Art: 4/5
Immersion: 5/5 (Beautiful expansive island to explore)
Gameplay: 5/5
Controls: 4/5 (Can feel slow until you get the hang)
Value: 5/5
Difficulty: 3/5
--------------
Overall 4.6 (Difficulty always excluded)

Please follow my Pixel Art Curation for other great games...

This is an awesome pixelated platformer, which is just as nice to look at, as it is to play...In fact I can honestly say one of my
favorites to play in the genre! People talk about Zelda II influences, but it goes way beyond it in gameplay and depth!

You will feel like the action is a little slow at first, but that is its intention and you will build on your abilities, which is part of
the leveling system. It has a little of everything, open world map, action platforming, character leveling and karma for various
paths and endings and lots of collectables.

If you are a novice or expert I think this one will be very well loved! I am 100%ing this game and at no point has it ever felt
tedious! [Correction: 100% and loved every bit of it!]

My only MAJOR complaint is that when you quit playing from a save point with full health, you come back with reduced health
as if you died! That takes some fun out when you have to spend time recovering health again when you begin playing. So make
an attempt at a boss before saving for the day.

For the price, you will get so many hours of enjoyable challenges and playthrough. You will love the worlds and find Elliot a
join to play. In all honesty, I am not sure why this game is not more popular and get more praise!!!

ACHIEVEMENTS: This one is pretty easy to 100%, no time trials and you do not have to finish the Game+ hard mode!. After
both of my parents died in a car crash. I was left alone. It was a verysad time in my life that is until... I discovered Bomb Tag.
Bomb tag not only is a fun game but a beautiful reflection about our society. Bomb tag helped me forget and not care about my
dead parents. All i CARED ABOUT WAS BOMBS, BOMBS, BOMBS and taging people with then.

10/10 would save me from suicide again.
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Tactical pause are unimplemented. Goodbye My King is a super fun Hello Neighbor-esque game involving being chased by a
guy who stole your castle. It's gud.
PROS:
-Fun
-Fat men chasing you
-Tons of levels, with each one being different
-Fun puzzles

CONS:
-The king's AI is very buggy. Sometimes he won't see you when you're right in front of him, and sometimes he can see you
through the back of his head.
-The king will track you down wherever you go unless you close the doors of the room you're in

Overall, it's really good. I rate it Rotund\/10. STORY : 100/100.
ART :200/100
MUSIC :3000/100.
Now waiting for part 2 :)

. I don't know why I haven't seen more of this game; the soundtrack is excellent, the gameplay is great, and the visuals hold up to
this day. 10/10 would recoommend to my grandmother.. Underground Keeper
Is a First-Person Minesweeper
The difference from the Original minesweeper and this is that you need to blow up a set amount of mines with a limited amount
of C4.

It doesn't bring anything new other than the view style and C4.

The levels are broken up in 3 difficulties; Easy, Normal and Hard, essentially.
You have to finish all 20 levels on Easy to unlock Normal, then 20 on Normal to unlock Hard with 60 levels in total.
The levels are not Dificult by any stretch, it feels more like Tutorial, Beginner, Normal for me and I found the original
Minesweeper annoyingly dificult.

The game is very short and very monotone with no real soundtrack to speak of.

As the levels take no more than a minute or two with no real big variation in the puzzles,
I can't recommend this to you if you don't have a stady income,
unless you really like Minesweeper and its on a disscount, et least 50% . . . and you have NOTHING better to do.. Simply
awesome rogue RPG game, more content would be extra nice. engaging sci-fi story
[ + ] nice style of graphics
[ + ] easy interface

[ - ] mostly linear gameplay
[ - ] inventory feature mostly useless gameplay-wise

my favorite quote: "The rabbit knew the noises and was afraid."

verdict: If you're into existential questions and visual novels, then you'll like this. 8/10. 2 new factions with "Power" and
"Population" limiting factors from the base game and the first expansion - not as much twist as Hordes brought, but factions'
roosters, actually, thoughtfully-designed (though I got some early concernes about marines: their "shields" allows Marines units
to regenerate part of their HP anywhere on the map; that would create too much possibility for clicking-heroes and their
harassements. I hope, it's well-balanced feature, not just "cool")..

Strangely, AI is not adapted to face new units, so, for example, they would stay in a pool of post-death acid left by xenodog unit
and just die (at insane difficulty too). Oh, and there are Titans!
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No bugs, working automatch queue and bunch of open lobbies, as well as clothed ones from the discord server; voiced and
expanding the game in a good, but a bit linear, way. I guess, it means the game is good.. It's been a long time since I've played
such an interesting game to write a review, "The Invisible Hours" deserves a lot!

Story...................10/10
Aesthetics...........7/10
Gameplay...........10/10
Sound/Music.......8/10

Good things:
- Graphics are good
- Awesome story

Bad thing:
- Is too short
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